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12Abstract Plant virus epidemiology provides powerful tools to investigate key
13factors that contribute to virus epidemics in agricultural crops. When successful,
14epidemiological approaches help to guide decisions regarding plant protection
15strategies. A recent example is epidemiological research on Potato virus Y (PVY) in
16Finnish seed potato production; this study led to the identification of the main PVY
17vector species and helped to determine the timing of virus transmission. However,
18pathosystems rarely allow research to produce such clear-cut results. In fact, the
19notorious complexity of plant virus pathosystems, with multiple interactions between
20virus, vector, plant and environment, makes them often impenetrable even for
21advanced epidemiological models. This dynamic complexity questions the universal
22validity of employing epidemiological models that attempt to single out key factors
23in plant virus epidemics. Therefore, a complementary approach is needed that
24acknowledges the partly indeterministic nature of complex and evolving pathos-
25ystems. Such an approach is the use of diversity, employing functionally
26complementary elements that can jointly buffer against environmental changes. I
27argue that for a wider range of plant production problems, the strategy of combining
28mechanistic and diversity-based approaches will provide potent and sustainable
29solutions. In addition, to translate insights from plant virus epidemiology into
30practice, improvements need to be made in knowledge transfer, both within the
31scientific community and between researchers and practitioners. Finally, moving
32towards more appropriate virus control strategies is only possible if economic
33interests of all stakeholders are in line with changing current practices.
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36Introduction

37In many crops, plant viruses are a major threat to productivity and farm economic
38viability (Waterworth and Hadidi 1998; Bos 1999; Martin and Shepherd 2009).
39Potato (Solanum tuberosum L.) as a main global staple is affected by several plant
40viruses (Stevenson 2001). Some of these, such as Potato virus Y (PVY), are of
41global economic importance, and their control is a high priority for potato research
42(Fuglie 2007). However, understanding underlying causes of virus disease epidemics
43is difficult. For potatoes, as for other plant species, pathosystems involving plant
44viruses are highly complex: In addition to the interactions between pathogen, plant
45and environment, further complexity is brought in by the vectors (such as aphids or
46nematodes) that transmit the virus from plant to plant (Bos 1999).
47Plant virus epidemiology intends to disentangle the multiple interactions in plant
48virus pathosystems for a more thorough understanding of the driving forces behind
49outbreaks of virus diseases (Jeger et al. 2004; Jones et al. 2010). In principle,
50epidemiological approaches are therefore able to guide decisions on which strategies
51are the most promising one for the control of plant virus (Kranz 1996; Jones et al.
522010). In this article, I demonstrate this potential by discussing recent advances
53made by virus epidemiology in a High Grade seed potato area in Northern Europe,
54where the incidence of Potato virus Y has become a serious problem over the last
55few years (Kirchner et al. 2011a).
56At the same time, however, several factors prevent the potential of plant virus
57epidemiology from being fully realised. On the one hand, there are limitations that
58are inherent in plant virus pathosystems, in particular their complex, changeable and
59evolving nature (Jones 2009; Jones et al. 2010). In addition to this given limit of
60epidemiological approaches, there are further impediments to translating the insights
61of epidemiological research into practice. These include shortcomings in knowledge
62transfer activities, both within the agricultural research community and between
63researchers, breeders, seed merchants and farmers. Finally, economic interests of
64these stakeholders may interfere with the efforts to find the most efficient virus
65control strategies. Here, I discuss the ‘given’ as well as the ‘self-made’ limitations of
66plant virus epidemiology and suggest steps that can be taken to increase the impact
67of epidemiological findings in agricultural practice.

68The Potential of Plant Virus Epidemiology

69Epidemiological Approaches

70Epidemiology looks at plant virus pathosystems by studying the factors that
71determine how the virus spreads from an infection source in a plant population
72through space and time (Kranz 1996; Jeger et al. 2004). Typical questions that can
73be answered with epidemiological methods are:

74& What is the relative importance of various epidemiological factors, such as
75inoculum, plant resistance, vector abundance or environment, for virus
76incidence?
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77& Which environmental factors affect virus spread in the field?
78& Which are the main vector species contributing to the dispersal of the virus?
79& When does the main virus transmission take place in the growing season?
80& How far are virus particles carried by vectors in the field?
81& How quickly does a virus spread over a given distance?
82& What are the effects of various virus control strategies on virus incidence in the
83field?

84
85The most powerful tool in epidemiological reasoning is mathematical modelling.
86Recently, the typology of models in plant virus epidemiology has been reviewed by
87Jones et al. (2010). Here, I use a much simplified classification to show two differing
88ways of epidemiological modelling—these can be termed theory-driven (synthetic)
89vs. data-driven (analytical). Proceeding synthetically one starts with theoretical
90assumptions. Based on logical relationships between defined variables, a set of
91equations is built that represents a simplified version of the pathosystem and makes
92explicit statements regarding the mechanisms of disease spread. For example, in a
93model developed for African Cassava Mosaic Disease (ACMD) by Holt et al.
94(1997) and reviewed by Jeger et al. (2004), it is assumed that if t is time, X is the
95density of healthy (uninfected) plants, Y is the density of diseased plants, K is the
96maximal plant density, r is the rate of replanting uninfected seed, k is the rate of
97inoculation of healthy plants per infective vector, g is the rate of removing plants,
98either by harvesting or by rouging, V is the density of viruliferous vectors and a is
99the loss rate of plants (plant death) due to the virus disease; then, the rate of change
100in the density of uninfected plants (dX/dt) and of infected plants (dY/dt) can be
101expressed using the following linked differential equations:

dX=dt ¼ rX 1� X þ Yð Þ=K½ � þ kXV � gX ð1Þ
102103104

dY=dt ¼ kXV � aY � gY ð2Þ
105106107Both equations express that the rate at which plants become diseased (or are
108removed from the pool of healthy plants via infection) depends on the density of
109vectors. An important assumption in this model is that this relationship is linear, i.e.
110the rate dY/dt is proportional to XV (with a constant parameter k determining the
111strength of that relationship). A second set of equations is added by Holt et al. (1997)
112that describes the vector dynamics, by defining the factors that influence the rate of
113change of the density of infective vs. non-infective vectors. Refinements
114subsequently added to the model, e.g. by incorporating a stage of latent infection,
115are discussed by Jeger et al. (2004). In addition to these refinements, one can
116consider (a) that the susceptibility of the plant for the virus changes during the
117season (Sigvald 1985), (b) that virus transmission does not only depend on vector
118abundance but also on the movement activity of vector individuals among plants
119(Nemecek 1993) and (c) that vector efficiency may be dependent on the vector
120species if multiple vector species are involved in transmission; i.e. when moving
121from plant to plant, vector species may differ in the efficiency with which they are
122able to acquire the pathogen from a diseased plant and transmit it to an uninfected
123one (Sigvald 1984).
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124Such an epidemiological model can then be used to simulate the behaviour
125of the pathosystem by changing input parameter values. For instance, it can be
126simulated in which way the proportion of infected plants changes if the overall
127plant density, i.e. in the case of the ACMD model, the intensity of cassava
128cropping is increased (Jeger et al. 2004).
129In principle, a very large number of parameters can be incorporated in such
130epidemiological models (e.g. Nemecek 1993). As a consequence, this approach to
131epidemiological modelling is highly flexible and limited only by computing power
132and the modeller’s imagination. While each equation reflects relatively simple
133assumptions, the large set of linked equations in the model allows nontrivial
134insights (which do not merely reflect the assumptions) to be made. Because of the
135large number of assumptions in such models, however, it can be difficult to
136identify which assumptions may not reflect realistic conditions in the field. In any
137case, predictions of model simulations should be checked against data collected in
138the field to ensure that models produce reasonable outputs. Further, manipulative
139experiments can be performed to quantify parameters entering the model. Ideally,
140field-validated models are able to produce genuine insights into virus control
141options in the field (Jones et al. 2010).
142In contrast to this synthetic approach that stacks explicit mechanisms
143together to construct a model, the analytical (empiric) way of epidemiological
144modelling starts with the data, mostly gathered in the field. Here, a large part
145of the mechanisms that link the various components of the pathosystem may be
146treated as a black box. Instead, statistical modelling is used to establish
147(correlative) relationships among the relatively limited number of variables that
148enter the model. Here, the aim is to reduce the number of variables entering the
149final model to the necessary minimum.
150An application of this approach is forecasting of vector occurrence and virus
151incidence (Sigvald 1992; Thackray et al. 2004); following the analysis of datasets
152concurrently collected on weather and vector populations or virus incidence in the
153crop, forecasting models can be built that predict vector abundance or the risk of
154virus infection when a (limited) number of weather parameters are known. This may
155then allow the timing of vector or virus control options to be optimized (Thackray et
156al. 2004). A more detailed example of data-driven epidemiological modelling is
157presented in the next section.

158Case Study: Potato virus Y in the High Grade Seed Potato Area in Finland

159In many countries, one of the most serious virus diseases of potato is caused by
160Potato virus Y (PVY) (Weidemann 1988; Crosslin et al. 2006; Valkonen 2007;
161Boukhris-Bouhachem et al. 2010). As seed tubers infected with PVY yield
162substantially less than uninfected ones (Winiger and Bérces 1974; Whitworth et al.
1632006), it is essential for potato production that seed lots have a low proportion of
164PVY-infected tubers. Transmission of PVY is experimentally possible by mechanical
165inoculation (sap transmission), and for some isolates, contact transmission has been
166reported. However, in the field, the only relevant mode of PVY transmission is
167transmission by aphids (Beemster and De Bokx 1987). PVY is transmitted in a
168nonpersistent manner (Bradley 1954), which means that a very short time span is
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169sufficient for the aphid to acquire and transmit PVY from plant to plant because the
170virus is not acquired from the phloem but from epidermal cells.
171Aphids do not need to be colonizers of potato to be able to transmit PVY. In fact,
172many non-colonizing aphid species are able to transmit PVY as they make brief
173probings on potato plants when they are searching for host plants (Harrington and
174Gibson 1989; Heimbach et al. 1998). These transient PVY vectors are extremely
175difficult to control with insecticides (Zellner 1998; Perring et al. 1999; Radcliffe and
176Ragsdale 2002; Kirchner et al. 2011b) because the active ingredients are often not
177able to have an effect on the vector before the acquisition or transmission of the virus
178has occurred.
179Fortunately though, there are numerous alternative strategies for controlling
180potato viruses in seed potatoes (Zitter and Simons 1980; Radcliffe and Ragsdale
1812002; Döring et al. 2006; Boiteau et al. 2009). One of these strategies is to grow the
182crop in regions where vector abundance is low (Wetzel and Franken 1975), for
183example in the high latitudes where low temperatures during winter keep vector
184populations low, especially by delaying the onset of population buildup in spring. In
185Europe, one of the five specialised seed potato growing areas that uses this strategy
186is the High Grade (HG) seed potato production zone in Northern Finland, with a
187total seed potato area of around 1,000 ha and an annual production of currently
188about 14,000 tonnes of seed potatoes.
189Around 2005, however, PVY infections in this HG zone led to a surge of seed lot
190decertification—something that had been unusual before. It was clear that measures
191would need to be taken to prevent the situation from getting out of hand. However,
192nothing was known about potential virus vectors in the area. Therefore, a research
193project was initiated in 2007 to conduct an aphid survey in the HG region and to
194monitor PVY levels in the field to establish potential routes for virus control
195(Hiltunen et al. 2008; Kirchner et al. 2011a).
196To monitor vector populations in the region, yellow pan traps were set up on
197several potato fields over 3 years. Winged aphids caught in the traps were
198identified using a combination of morphological identification and molecular
199fingerprinting (Kirchner et al. 2010). In addition, yellow pan trap data were
200supplemented by regional suction trap data. From the identification of the over
20130,000 individuals caught in the traps, it emerged that about a third of the aphid
202individuals belonged to nine species known as PVY vectors (Kirchner et al.
2032011a). Interestingly, no potato colonizing aphids were found on the potato plants
204in any of the years.
205A modelling approach was then used to determine the relative importance of
206the various aphid species caught in the region for the transmission of PVY
207(Kirchner et al. 2011a). Models were constructed that used weekly cumulated
208vector counts as explanatory variables and the incidence of PVY in harvested
209tubers as the response variable. The difference between final and initial PVY
210incidence was taken as an alternative response variable. The importance of
211individual aphid species as PVY vector in the region was determined by removing
212one species at a time from the data set and comparing models based on this
213reduced data set with models based on the full data set. A large drop in model fit
214following the removal of a species was interpreted as a strong contribution of that
215species to the spread of PVY in the potato crop.
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216The modelling was further used to identify the most important epidemiological
217factors for PVY, based on published data for resistance of cultivars, collected vector
218data and the initial infection rate of the seed tubers. Results of this approach showed
219that the incidence of seed-borne PVY infection and the vector flight were the most
220important factors contributing to the incidence of PVY in the harvested tubers, while
221the resistance of cultivars played a less important role. Modelling further allowed the
222timing of the main virus transmission activity to be determined as the early part of
223the growing season, relatively shortly after the emergence of the potato crop. Finally,
224the black bean aphid (Aphis fabae Scop.) unambiguously emerged as the only
225relevant vector of PVY in the study area.
226The outcomes most relevant for virus control are: (a) the earliness of virus
227transmission activities in the growing season, (b) the identity of the main vector, A.
228fabae, and (c) the fact that no aphids were colonizing the potato plants. These
229findings can be translated into a set of clear recommendations for virus control
230strategies in the HG area.
231When vector flight occurs early, measures that interfere with the host locating and
232host contacting behaviour of the vectors have a great potential for virus control. In
233previous studies, straw mulch had been suggested to be an efficient tool for reducing
234virus diseases (Heimbach et al. 2000; Saucke and Döring 2004; Saucke et al. 2009).
235While the exact mechanisms of this effect are still not entirely understood, it is
236believed that straw mulch interferes with the host finding behaviour of the aphids, in
237particular with their ability to visually locate a plant (Döring et al. 2004; Döring and
238Chittka 2007). Therefore, it is expected that it is especially efficient under conditions
239of early vector flight (Saucke and Döring 2004). This was indirectly confirmed for
240the HG area in Finland where further trials showed straw mulch had an outstanding
241efficacy for controlling PVY (Kirchner et al. 2011b).
242When initial data analysis showed the possible importance of A. fabae as a
243PVY vector in the region, the aphid’s winter host, the snowball shrub (Viburnum
244opulus) was inspected in spring to determine at what time migration of winged
245adults from the winter host to secondary hosts takes place in the HG area. This
246revealed that monitoring populations of winged aphids on the winter host can give
247an early indication of the timing of main migration of this aphid species to its
248summer hosts, i.e. the main period of virus transmission. This part of the
249investigations also opened up possible control options of the PVY vector A. fabae
250on its winter host.
251Finally, the absence of apterous aphids on the potato plants suggests that the
252practice of farmers in the study area to spray insecticides frequently fails to act
253against PVY and its vectors. This finding reiterates the point of low efficacy of
254insecticidal treatments for controlling nonpersistently transmitted viruses (Perring et
255al. 1999). It is further confirmed by replicated field experiments in the study area,
256showing poor control of PVY with several insecticides (Kirchner et al. 2011b).
257From a theoretical point of view, the presented study on PVY in Northern Finland
258is still incomplete because the essential steps of model validation and sensitivity
259analysis are missing (Jones et al. 2010). Insofar, the study cannot really make any
260predictions about the future behaviour of the PVY pathosystem, but can only help to
261explain its behaviour in the past. Thus, more data are needed to validate the model.
262However, as mentioned above, one of its most important insights—the relative
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263earliness of the transmission in the growing season—has already been indirectly
264confirmed through successful application in virus control experiments.

265Limitations of Epidemiological Approaches

266In the case presented above, the investigation of the PVY pathosystem yielded
267relatively clear-cut results and recommendations for the HG seed production area.
268However, despite a number of positive examples (Jones et al. 2010), this situation
269might not be entirely typical for plant virus pathosystems. Indeed, an epidemiolog-
270ical approach, although successful in this instance, faces several challenges that need
271be overcome before it may lead to an improved control of plant virus diseases in
272practice. These challenges can be broadly grouped into three main themes: (1) in the
273natural domain: ecological complexity and changeability; (2) in the social domain:
274knowledge transfer and knowledge exchange within scientific and farming
275communities; and (3) in the economic domain: interests of stakeholders involved
276in the control of the pathogen.

277Complexity and Changeability

278There are three types of complexity-related difficulties impeding the advances that
279epidemiological models can make: First, the multiple interactions between virus,
280vector, plant and environment make them often impenetrable even for highly
281sophisticated epidemiological models. Because there are so many factors and
282(potential) interactions involved that determine virus levels in the crop, it is
283necessary to collect large amounts of data before meaningful patterns can be
284detected, and this entails high costs for this type of research. Typically, not all
285potentially important epidemiological factors can be included in any single study
286focussing on a particular virus disease in a geographic region, so that some key
287factors may remain undetected. Even if patterns are established, however, the
288question remains how far insights can be generalised, e.g. by transferring them from
289one location to another. In most cases, it is unknown to which degree each location
290represents a unique combination of factor levels, so that models would need to be
291parameterized anew at each location.
292Second, pathosystems are not static. Several factors influencing virus levels in the
293crop are extremely dynamic, and these fluctuations further reduce the predictability
294of the behaviour of plant virus pathosystems. Dynamic factors include the
295emergence of regionally new virus strains (Jones 2009), the constant turnover of
296crop varieties (Michelmore 2003), the large fluctuations in vector populations with
297complex underlying causes (Way 1967; Leslie et al. 2009), population dynamics of
298alternative hosts of virus and vectors (Boydston et al. 2008; Tugume et al. 2008) and
299changes in agricultural management, as for example the proportion and spatial
300distribution of non-cropped areas (Jones 2009).
301Once a model is established, a substantial change in the level of just one of these
302factors could mean that the results obtained in the modelling are partly or entirely
303obsolete. An important point in this context is the prediction that global climate
304change will not only lead to changes in average temperature and rainfall but also to
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305an increased variability of these factors around their means (Schär et al. 2004). Thus,
306important factors that affect plant virus pathosystems, such as temperature and
307rainfall, are going to become more difficult to predict as their frequency distributions
308broaden towards more extreme events.
309Third, pathosystems evolve and respond to the selection pressures exerted by
310management strategies. Rather than just reducing predictability by adding another
311source of variability, such factors also respond to the very strategies that are
312designed and deployed to control plant virus diseases. The most important case is the
313evolution of new plant virus strains that can overcome plant resistance (Garcia-
314Arenal et al. 2003). Evolvability in viruses is aided by high genetic diversity in the
315pathogen. In the case of PVY, genetic diversity of the virus is facilitated by its ability
316to develop recombinant strains (Hu et al. 2009; Sztuba-Solinska et al. 2011).
317Further examples of evolving components of plant virus pathosystems are the
318evolution of vectors in response to insecticide treatments (Rongai et al. 1998) and
319the evolution of virus strains that do not induce visible symptoms in the host and are
320therefore difficult to rogue. While the direction of such evolutionary changes and
321some general patterns may be relatively easy to predict (e.g. regarding which type of
322resistance management will result in faster resistance breakdown), it seems not
323possible to predict where a particular resistance breakdown event is going to happen,
324and when.
325As a consequence of these three sources of uncertainty, there are genuine limits to
326the predictability of plant virus pathosystems. When faced with complex systems,
327researchers often make the point that more research (i.e. more data) is needed to
328better understand the system in question. However, although research will often help
329to suggest causes for past behaviour of a particular pathosystem, the attempt to make
330accurate predictions of future behaviour often fail in such dynamic situations (Taleb
3312007; Goodwin and Wright 2009; Makridakis and Taleb 2009).
332However, in the debate between the deterministic position (‘we just need more
333data to understand complex dynamic systems’) and an indeterministic position
334(‘we will never be able to predict the behaviour of complex dynamic systems’),
335the root problem is that the degree of uncertainty itself is unknown. If predictions
336based on epidemiological research were always entirely successful, indeterministic
337arguments would be pointless. Conversely, if predictions were always failing
338because of overwhelming uncertainties, it would be futile carrying on with
339expensive epidemiological research and modelling. Therefore, we need to
340acknowledge that plant virus epidemiology is firmly set in the middle ground:
341While it can demonstrate some successes, there are also limits set by the inherent
342dynamics of pathosystems, and these limits are unlikely to be overcome through
343gathering more data.

344Knowledge Transfer

345A key requirement for the adoption of appropriate virus control strategies in
346practice is efficient knowledge transfer (Fig. 1). Several stakeholders, including
347farmers, breeders, advisors, researchers, retailers, consumers and policy makers,
348are all involved in bi- or multi-directional knowledge transfer activities. Crucially,
349this includes knowledge transfer within the scientific community. In addition,
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350knowledge transfer involves more than just communicating recent research
351findings to potential users; in fact, an important aspect of knowledge transfer is
352the visibility of knowledge for the various stakeholders over longer time periods,
353up to several decades.
354What are knowledge transfer-related limits to making best use of research insights
355in plant virus epidemiology? An important point is that relevant knowledge can be
356poorly visible to relevant people. For instance, while the information on a particular
357way of controlling plant viruses may still be principally available, it may just not
358reach many practitioners because it is hidden in old literature or written in a foreign
359language. An example of limited information visibility with relevance to virus
360control was shown by a study on the options recommended for potato virus control
361in German extension literature. The average number of different options recom-
362mended in agricultural textbooks decreased continuously over the last five decades
363(Döring et al. 2006). Although most virus control options are still present
364somewhere in the current record, encountering a wide range of available control
365strategies in a single textbook has consistently become more unlikely over time.
366At the same time, the study showed that the prevalence of one particular control
367option, spraying plants with insecticides for vector control, had substantially
368increased in the extension literature over time, despite the repeated criticism against
369this measure in the scientific literature (Döring et al. 2006). This finding highlights
370that insights from applied and epidemiological research on plant virus diseases are
371not automatically translated into appropriate recommendations for practice. Instead,
372these insights are competing with an increasing amount of product-centred
373information. Maintaining or establishing independent advisory bodies for agricul-
374tural knowledge transfer is therefore suggested to be of high priority for making best
375use of plant virus epidemiology research.

Fig. 1 A simplified and idealised effects model for control of insect vectored plant virus diseases such as
Potato virus Y
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376Economic Interests

377Economic interests, often diverging between different stakeholders, are an integral
378part of any agricultural production system. One could assume that reducing the
379severity and incidence of plant virus diseases is a common aim of all groups
380involved in the production chain. However, economic interests do not always align
381themselves easily with the aim of virus control.
382An example comes from the competition between different options of virus
383control. If plant varieties that exhibit good and durable resistance against a viral
384pathogen are available, both farmers and the breeders of these resistant varieties
385benefit. However, at the same time the perceived need to apply measures for direct
386vector control may decrease, which may have negative economic consequences for
387the companies selling insecticides. Similarly, there may be competition between
388different geographical regions: Seed potato producers established in one region may
389not be interested in low virus levels in a competing region.
390A further example is found in circumstances when, as in potato, the plant
391propagation material is a main source of virus infection. Because virus-infected seed
392tubers yield less than non-infected ones, potato growers are protected from buying
393low-performance seed by certification schemes that ensure virus levels in seed tubers
394do not go above defined thresholds. To meet the requirements of seed certification,
395potato growers who intend to sell their crop as seed need to put dedicated
396management practices in place in order to control virus and other diseases in the
397potato crops. However, the measures taken preventively to control PVY do not
398always succeed, so that there is the risk of decertification. Therefore, the efforts by
399seed potato growers entail a price premium on seed. As a consequence, there is an
400economic incentive for ware potato growers to cut seed costs by using their own
401farm-saved seed. Farmers saving seed, however, need to weigh these economic
402benefits against the risk of losing yield from planting infected seed. If this risk is
403very low (i.e. when virus pressure is generally low or virus resistance is high), the
404proportion of seed saving will increase, which in turn might not be in the long-term
405economic interest of seed producers, even though having resistant varieties on offer
406can also mean an advantage over competing seed merchants.
407Even researchers may not be without conflicts of interest with regard to plant
408virus diseases. For obtaining research grants, researchers need to justify that the
409problem under investigation is indeed a substantial one. The current reward
410system of giving grants for studying potential solutions to a problem, rather than
411for actually solving the problem, means that researchers may benefit from the
412problem not being entirely solved as the continuation of the problem ensures an
413income stream for researchers.

414Breaking the Limits

415Dealing with Complexity and Changeability

416With the uncertainties and vagaries pertinent to virus pathosystems, deterministic
417approaches aiming to predict their behaviour come to their limits. Q2Therefore, a
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418complementary approach that acknowledges the partly indeterministic nature of
419complex and evolving pathosystems and is able to reduce the disease even if the
420behaviour of the pathosystem in question is highly unpredictable is needed. Such an
421approach is the use of diversity, employing functionally complementary elements
422that can jointly buffer against unforeseen and unforeseeable environmental changes.
423The inspiration for this comes from the use of crop genetic diversity which has
424been shown to provide insurance against plant disease outbreaks (Finckh and Wolfe
4251997) and provides resilience against environmental stress (Döring et al. 2010).
426Similarly, combining complementary virus control options can offer insurance in
427uncertain situations: For example, in a recent study on control of PVY in potatoes,
428mineral oil treatments and crop borders were trialled singly and in combination
429(Boiteau et al. 2009). The study concluded that “combining border and oil provided
430the best reduction in PVY incidence 3 years out of 3, providing producers with a tool
431to reduce year-to-year variation in the effectiveness of crop borders or oil sprays
432used separately” (italics added).
433In a similar vein, the combination of straw mulch application and pre-sprouting
434seed tubers has been suggested as an insurance strategy for PVY control in seed
435potatoes (Saucke and Döring 2004). Because straw mulch is thought to be most
436effective when vector activity is relatively early, whereas pre-sprouting helps best
437when vector activity is relatively late, both treatments work in a complementary way.
438In combination, they therefore decrease the risk of failure and reduce the need to
439know when vector flight is likely to occur.
440The use of functional diversity, i.e. combining measures or materials that are
441complementary in their way of action, is a logical and perhaps the most
442fundamental way of stabilising plant performance under fluctuating and
443uncertain environmental conditions (Döring et al. 2010; Döring et al. 2011). At
444the same time, however, this diversification strategy needs to be based on, and
445supported by the established, more deterministic approaches that aim to identify
446and understand the factors that drive plant pathosystems. In particular, plant virus
447epidemiological research can help in selecting the virus control measures which are
448to be combined and fine-tuning their combination. In general, it is therefore likely
449that not only for plant virus control, but for a much wider range of plant production
450problems, the strategy of combining deterministic and diversity-based approaches
451will provide the potent and sustainable solutions.

452Improving Knowledge Transfer

453As demonstrated above, appropriate and efficient knowledge transfer does not
454automatically follow from good research. Maintaining the visibility of virus
455control options at the level of their actual relevance is a constant challenge. The
456system of evaluating scientists, which currently focuses almost entirely on peer-
457reviewed publications, needs to be restructured (Parnas 2007), especially in the
458agricultural sciences. In particular, researchers need to be better rewarded for
459publishing research that has a high impact in practice (rather than in terms of
460citations). Such impact however, can only be achieved via disseminating in the
461extension literature, by writing textbooks, or by contributing to dissemination
462events addressing potential users.
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463At the same time, researchers will not be able to shoulder the full weight of
464transferring knowledge into agricultural practice. Therefore, more funds need to be
465made available for professional advisory services that can draw information from
466recent and old research alike and that can give balanced and detailed recommen-
467dations for best practice. Most importantly, as the examples of virus control in
468potatoes have shown, knowledge transfer needs to be more independent from direct
469commercial interests than is currently the case.

470Sharing Risks and Benefits

471For a fair approach to sharing the risks, costs and benefits of plant virus control, a
472necessary first step is to bring all stakeholders (farmers and farmer organizations,
473breeders, official plant health bodies and regulators, seed producers, processors,
474retailers and consumer organizations) together for an open and thorough dialogue. In
475this dialogue and beyond, maximum transparency of information on virus control
476options is needed, in particular regarding their economic performance.
477Q3In the case of potato virus control, due to the lack of economic data (Döring et al.
4782006) research that can provide thorough economic evaluations of a variety of virus
479control options, both on the level of individual farms and on a macroeconomic level,
480is urgently needed. Finally, mechanisms for economic compensation should be
481developed that minimize costs of plant virus diseases to farmers and society while
482ensuring continued investment in new solutions.

483Conclusions and Outlook

484While plant virus epidemiology helps to identify successful virus control strategies,
485the complexities in plant virus pathosystems limit the transferability of insights
486across time and space. However, it is possible to buffer against such uncertainties by
487diversifying virus control strategies. In order to decide where deterministic vs.
488diversity-based approaches will be most appropriate, epidemiology tools could help
489to rank epidemiology factors according to the degree of their unpredictability. At the
490same time, knowledge transfer needs to improve and to become more systematic,
491more evidence-based and more economically specific to translate epidemiological
492insights into successful practice.
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